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WPPA Newsletter
Wildlife and Night Landscapes
with Roman Kurywczak

monk, NY.

The Westchester
Professional Photographers were
honored to have the
exceptional Nature
Photographer Roman Kurywczak
present at our August 28th dinner
meeting at the David Chen Chinese
restaurant in Ar-

Roman’s presentation came in two parts. Part one
was nature photography and part two was night
photography. Both topics were filled with
Roman’s impressive images and both subjects
gave us useful knowledge on how Roman

achieved his skillful results.
We learned that when shooting nature photographs Roman always makes sure that the sun is
towards his back because it minimizes shadows.
The best time to shoot is when the sun is low.
That would be from sunrise up to two and a half
hours after sunrise or two and a half hours before
sunset until sunset. Use long lens focal lengths
and get down low to be at eye level with the
subject and always watch your background.
Of course telephoto lenes are the most useful.
Use a fast tele lens and add a 1.4x or a 2.0x teleconverter on the lens to increase the magnification. Use a cropped sensor camera and as Roman
says, “Now you’re talking”. So if you have a
300mm lens with a 1.4x tele converter on a 1.6x
Continued on page 3

Get Your Images Ready Now!
Our 3rd Quarterly Image Comp is on Sep. 25th

Photo Imaging Workshop 2018
This year we had just
two WPPA members
attend Photo Imaging
Workshop. It is discouraging to have so
few WPPA members
attend the best photo
education event in our
state. Give yourself a
chance to be with a
top rated professional
Alan Vollweiler and Nelson photographer for 5
Roman
days next year who
will ignite your creativity and polish your craft in
ways you won’t regret. You’ll end up a better
photographer and you will leave with a great
feeling of accomplishment.
We were lucky to have three excellent teachers.
Nelson Roman was in Vincent Versace’s class
and explored “Capturing and Printing in Black &
White”, while Alan Vollweiler was with Chris
Smith’s class on “Sparking your Creativity”.
Alan said “Having a great teacher can make all
the difference in how much you get from a learning program.” The third class was given by Rick
Friedman who did a program on “Location Lighting”. While WPPA did not have any members in

Rick’s class they could be seen all over the campus doing lighting setups with many different
agency models. Looking in from outside it
looked like a great posing and lighting experience.
While the weather during our stay started out
very hot at first and then thunderstorms on the
second night, we were treated to early fall-like,
beautiful weather for the remainder of out week.
There was always something to do in the evening
if we weren’t out shooting. At the “Barn” we got
together, had a drink, some snacks, played some
games and talked photography. What could be
more fun than that?
The Workshop is one of the great bargains in
photography education. For under $1,095 and
even less for PPSNYS members who get substantial discounts, one gets a week of focused
learning, room and board and a great time being
with a wonderful group of likeminded photographers. Next year “Photo Imaging” will once
again be at Hobart & William Smith College, the
dates are July 21-26, 2019. Be sure to take advantage of this great opportunity to be a better
photographer. The instructors for next year are
already posted on our ppsnys.com website.
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!
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Next Board Meeting
September 11, 2018
David Chen Chinese Restaurant
6:15pm Dinner
7:00pm Meeting


Monthly Dinner Meeting
September 25,2018
David Chen Chinese Restaurant
85 Old Mt. Kisco Rd..
Armonk, NY
(914) 273-6767
6:00pm Reg. & Conversation
6:45pm Dinner
7:30pm Image Comp


PhotoPlus Expo
Oct. 25-27, 2018
Javits Convention Center, NYC


Imaging USA (PPA)
January 20-22, 2019
Atlanta, GA
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President’s Message

Hello all:
Our State Photo Imaging Workshop from July 15th to the 20th was another success,
where we learned from Masters in Geneva. NY. You should definitely put July 21 to
26 to get to Geneva, NY next year.
SEE http://ppsnysworkshop.com/
Roman Kurywczak kept his promise this month, sharing the secrets of his success with
beautiful shots of landscapes & nature, especially at night. Seeing all those stars
streaking across the sky was a pleasure to observe. Painting with light makes all those
rock formations glow in the evening. Many came to see his work, and were rewarded
with his tips. I was VERY impressed that everyone stayed after the Program to talk
with each other about many things. THAT’S WHY WE EXIST, TO EXCHANGE
PHOTOGRAPHIC IDEAS TO LEARN AND BE BETTER AT WHAT WE DO.
ASK ANYTHING AND YOU WILL GET THE BEST ANSWER TO YOUR PROBLEM!!!!!
AND get those images finalized for entry into our 3rd Image Comp on September
25th. You learn how to do it better when you are critiqued, or hear how the other entries fared. SO DO IT!!!
NOW GO find a friend and invite them to a meeting. YOU GET 5 NICASTRO
POINTS (for $$$ towards our State School tuition) when you convince them to join
WPPA. Aspiring membership has been extended for one year, so a prospective member could join us for less (only Partial Dues of $160) thru September of 2019. As a
member, there is also a discount to attend our Photo Imaging Workshop – it will blow
your mind, learning from Masters for a week in Geneva. NY.
It’s to YOUR advantage to be a member – to get smarter at every meeting, and learning from discussions as you eat.
You HAVE TO BE HERE if you wish to talk (and listen) to other photogs telling of
their experiences in photography, both GOOD, and especially BAD. You can learn a
lot, but to hear, you have to be HERE, and you might get a job from one of us, too!!!
Isn’t that what it’s all about???
Sincerely, Frank
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Westchester Section

2018 Nicastro Points

2018 Program Schedule

(Standing as of August 31, 2018)

Sep 25

Image Comp

Oct 23

Tab Morgan—Video for the Still Photographer

Nov 27

Image Comp

Alan Vollweiler

43

Susan White

17

Dec 18

Holiday Party-Ciao’s, Eastchester-7PM

Nelson Roman

32

Ron Carran

15

Richard Getler

20

June Greenspan

11

Omar Lopez-Social Media/Weddings

Brian Madden

20

Mario Cavalli

3

Feb 26

Image Comp & Best of 2018 Image Comp

Eric Wessman

20

Susan Woog Wagner

3

Mar 2-4

FocusNY-Villa Roma, Callicoon, NY

Frank Mohalley

17

Apr 23

Speaker TBA

May 28

Lisa & Tom Cuchara-Blending Modes in PS

Jun 25

Image Comp

Jul 21-26

Photo Imaging Workshop, Geneva, NY

Aug 27

Speaker Steve Labkoff—Subject TBA

Sep 24

Image Comp

Oct 22

Speaker Ken Bovat-Subject TBA

Nov 19

Image Comp (3rd Tuesday due to Thanksgving)

Dec ??

Holiday Party-Ciao’s Eastchester—7PM

2019 Program Schedule
Jan 22

Continued from page 1

The two members with the most Nicastro points at the end of
2018 can earn a $100 scholarship for the State 2019 Photo
Imaging Workshop in Geneva, NY.

How to Get Nicastro Points
1.

Attendance at a monthly meeting.

2.

Submit images for quarterly competition (max of 4 images)

factor cropped sensor camera, you now have an effective 672mm
lens with only a one stop loss in exposure.
When you are planning to go out for a nature shoot be sure to plan
ahead. Check out the location on the web, find out what the best
season is for that type of animal and be sure to ask other nature
photographers what they know about the area. You might need to
plan a year in advance in some locations as hotels and access to
some parks can book up far in advance.
Roman likes to shoot at night time. But since he lives near New
York City, shooting star trails and the milky way near home does
not produce great results, so lately he has been going on “doors
open” helicopter flights around cities. It is expensive but it is a
wonderful way to see a place in an inspiring way.
The things that make any kind of night photography a challenge is
that because of the low light, one needs to have the fastest lens
available. This allows one to shorten exposure times which in a
helicopter means controlling motion blur and for star photos, points
of light instead of star ovals. Fast lenes also can keep your ISO
lower and therefore produce less noise in the image. Recent cameras have good performance at high ISO’s so make good use of you
camera’s performance.
Roman told us about the “Rule of
400”. When shooting stars, and you
want to see you stars as points of
light, divide 400 by your len’s focal
length and that is maximum number
of seconds that your exposure can be
in order for stars to look like points of
light instead of ovals of light.
Roman gave us a lot to think about
and our attendees enjoyed the program greatly, many staying long after
the program ended.

Points
3

Point per image when there is no competition

1/4

Point per image when there is a competition

1

3.

Presenting a “Prologue” at a monthly meeting

2

4.

Presenting the featured program at a monthly meeting

4

5.

PPA membership

4

6.

Attending PPSNYS Workshop or PPA affiliate School

3

7.

Per $200 of ad revenue for our newsletter

1

8.

Sponsor a new member

5

9.

Attending the PPSNYS annual convention(2 day min)

2

10. Entering images at the state convention - per image

1/2

11. Newsletter Editor

6

12. Webmaster

6

13. Program Chairman

3

14. Hospitality Chairman

2

15. Properties Chairman

3

MEMBERS NEEDING HELP IN A HURRY
If you find yourself in a bind with two shoots at the same time,
or unable to fulfill an assignment, look at the “Specializing In” column on
our
“Finding
a
Photographer”
page
in
our
Website—
www.westchesterppa.org . Any one of us could come to your rescue as a
shooter (or take the second job off your hands). All members are willing
to help, at a moment’s notice, which is why WPPA exists, for each other.
So, when you have a minute, look at the website page and jot
down the phone numbers of those in your particular field of interest, in
case disaster happens.
President: Frank Mohalley
WPPA President, Frank Mohalley
with Roman Kurywczak

The WPPA

Workshop Instructors for
July 21-26, 2019

Officers:
President

Frank Mohalley
914-576-2318

Vice President

Alan Vollweiler
914-591-7878

Treasurer

Frank Mohalley
914-576-2318

Secretary

Susan Woog Wagner
914-946-5157

Board of Directors:
Richard Getler

Brian Madden

June Greenspan

Eric Wessman

At Our August 28th Meeting:

Committee Chairpersons:
Ethics/Grievances Eric Wessman
Facebook Page

TBA

Hospitality

TBA

Membership

Alan Vollweiler

Image Competition Alan Vollweiler
Programs

June Greenspan

Properties

Alan Vollweiler

Publicity

TBA

Webmaster

Alan Vollweiler

WPPA
Website
Offers a

Free

Newsletter Editor:
Alan Vollweiler

Website Link
and a
Gallery
for its
Members
--Sign
Up
Today!

914-591-7878

100 Main Street
Melrose, MA 02176

www.huntsphoto.com

We’re on the web
www.westchesterppa.org

Find us on Facebook
“Westchester Professional
Photographers Association”

